
Summer Jingle Bell
Count: 64 Wall: 4 Level: Phrased Easy Beginner

Choreographer: SoonYoung-Bae (KOR) - December 2020
Music: Summer Jingle Bell (썸머 징글벨) - J.Y.Park (박진영)

Intro : 16 counts before the lyrics starting
Restart : No
Tag: 4c ( the end on 3wall, 4wall, 7wall,9wall )
*Tag : Jazzbox, cross and flick fwd on LF(RF), behind RF(LF), side to R(RF), cross over RF(LF)and knee
folding backward(RF)

* A : 32c B : 32c
* Sequence : B(16c)-A-A-A-Tag-A-Tag-B-A-A-tag-A-A-tag-A-B

Part A 32c 4wall
S1 (1-8) Kick-ball-side point (R-L), Fwd step, 1/4 turn R step, Side chasse R
1&2 kick fwd(RF), ball next on LF(RF), side point to L(LF)
3&4 kick fwd(LF), ball next on RF(LF), side point to R(RF)(12:00)
5 6 fwd on LF(RF), 1/4 turn R step behind RF(LF)(3:00)
7&8 side to R(RF), next on RF(LF), side to R(RF)(3:00)

S2(9-16) Cross-recover-together(R-L), Half diamond R, Fwd step
1&2 cross over LF(RF),recover(LF),next on LF(RF)(3:00)
3&4 cross over RF(LF),recover(RF),next on RF(LF)
5&6 digonal forward (LF), 1/8 L turn side step(RF), 1/8 L turn back step(LF) and hitch(RF)
7& back step(RF), 1/8 L turn side step(LF)
8 fwd step on LF(RF) (12:00)
 
S3(17-24) Side step and hip bump L, hip bump(R-L), Behind, Side, Cross, Side step and hip bump R, hip
bump(L-R), Behind, Side, Cross
1&2 Side step to L(LF)and hip bump L, hip bump R, hip bump L(12:00)
** styling : heart shape motion by two hands
3&4 Behind RF(LF) , Side step to R(RF), Cross over RF(LF)
5&6 Side step to R(RF)and hip bump R, hip bump L, hip bump R
** styling : heart shape motion by two hands
7&8 Behind LF(RF) , Side step to L(LF), Cross over LF(RF)(12:00)

S4(25-32) 1/8 turn R with Knee up and hip bump up, hip bump down, 1/8 turn R with Knee up and hip bump
Up , drop foot and hip bump(R-L-R), 1/4 Pivot turn L *2
1&2 1/8 R turn with knee up and hip bump up(LF), hip bump down with knee up(LF), 1/8 R turn

with knee up and hip bump up(LF)(3:00)
3&4 drop foot on the ground(LF) and hip bump L, hip bump R, hip bum L
5-8 fwd step and 1/4 turn L(RF), recover(LF), fwd step and 1/4 turn L(RF), recover(LF)(9:00)

Part B 32c S1,S2×2(repeat) 1wall
S1(1-8) Jumping to L and both arm moving(Up-down) in round *2, Jazzbox, Cross
1&2 Jumping to L (RF.LF) and both arms are moving to up from bottom in round, arms stay above

a head, both arm are moving to bottom from up in round
3&4 Jumping to L (RF.LF) and both arms are moving to up from bottom in round, arms stay above

a head, both arm are moving to bottom from up in round
5-8 cross over LF(RF), L diagonal behind RF(LF), side to R(RF), cross over RF(LF) (12:00)

S2(9-16) Side, Softly kick(R-L), Rolling Vine, together
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1-4 side to R(RF), softly cross kick to R digonal(LF), side to L(LF), softly cross kick to R
diagonal(RF)

5-8 1/4 R turn step(RF), 1/2 R turn step(LF), 1/4 R turn step(RF), together(LF)(12:00)
 
** S3 - S4 : S1, S2 Repeat
S3(17-24) Jumping to L and both arm moving(Up-down) in round *2, Jazzbox, Cross
1&2 Jumping to L (RF.LF) and both arms are moving to up from bottom in round, arms stay above

a head, both arm are moving to bottom from up in round
3&4 Jumping to L (RF.LF) and both arms are moving to up from bottom in round, arms stay above

a head, both arm are moving to bottom from up in round
5-8 cross over LF(RF), L diagonal behind RF(LF), side to R(RF), cross over RF(LF) (12:00)

S4(25-32) Side, Softly kick(R-L), Rolling Vine, together
1-4 side to R(RF), softly cross kick to R digonal(LF), side to L(LF), softly cross kick to R

diagonal(RF)
5-8 1/4 R turn step(RF), 1/2 R turn step(LF), 1/4 R turn step(RF), together(LF)(12:00)
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